PERUVIAN CEVICHE
JALAPENO, LIME, PASSION FRUIT
ASCENT OF THE BLESSED SOUR ALE WITH GRENACHE - 10.5%

ITALIAN SAUSAGE CROSTINI
KALE, WHITE BEAN PUREE, CHILI FLAKE
APT SACRIFICE HERITAGE CORN LAGER - 5.2%

SMOKED BEEF BRISKET
CRUSHED FINGERLINGS, CHARRED BROCCOLINI, CHIPOTLE BBQ
DELUSIONAL DEFORMITIES DOUBLE INDIA PALE ALE - 8.2%

CHOCOLATE CHERRY BREAD PUDDING
VANILLA ICE CREAM
THE CHORUS OF CHAOS BOURBON BARREL-AGED IMPERIAL BROWN ALE
WITH HONEY, PISTACHIO, CINNAMON, ROSE PETAL AND VANILLA BEAN - 11%

ALL DIETARY RESTRICTIONS ARE TO BE NOTED DURING REGISTRATION.

REGISTER